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3Source: GQ.com

https://www.gq.com/story/rikers-island-mass-grave
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Source: CNN.com; Refrigerated trailers in place as workers built a makeshift morgue outside 
of Bellevue Hospital.

Source: Dailymail.co.uk; A makeshift morgue 
set up outside of Bellevue Hospital to 
handle a possible surge.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/makeshift-morgues-coronavirus-new-york/index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8151685/Makeshift-morgue-set-outside-NYC-hospital-amid-coronavirus.html
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"While we must prepare for 
100,000 or more deaths in the 

U.S. we do not have to be 
prepared to accept it." 

- Paraphrased from Dr. Anthony 
Fauci, White House Coronavirus 

Briefing, March 31, 2020

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci

Photo Credit: NIAID



▪ Maximize physical distancing (avoiding looking for "loopholes"... e.g., playgrounds 
in New York City)

▪ Maximize physical distancing but also maximize social connection (please stop 
saying "social distancing")

▪ Accept micro-level health screenings (ala checking temperatures to gain access 
to essential businesses in South Korea)

▪ In New York State, especially New York City, testing is very largely diagnostic, and 
there is a truly urgent need to expand testing very broadly

WAYS TO AVOID ACCEPTING PROJECTED FATALITY LEVELS IN NY STATE



▪ Reinvigorate contact tracing after larger testing strategy is rolled out

▪ Rapid studies of potential therapies (blending an array of observational studies 
and randomized controlled trials)

▪ Keep expanding hospital surge capacity, and creatively utilize "all COVID-19" 
hospital designations (e.g., SUNY Downstate)

▪ Creatively produce PPE for HCWs (and eventually beyond) from sources very large 
and very small (use every 3D printer, and every needle & thread!

▪ Bring all of the above to scale and don't stop until the metrics move to necessary 
levels (accelerate until we get to where we need to go)

WAYS TO AVOID ACCEPTING PROJECTED FATALITY LEVELS IN NY STATE 
(continued)



Role of models in understanding the 
trajectory of the COVID-19 pandemic
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Models are front and center of pandemic
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Why are models suddenly so popular?

• Although things have look looked less catastrophic so far, models let 
us peer into future.

• Understand impact of COVID-19 on population and healthcare system

• Lets us ask “what if” questions to help plan policies and resources
▫ Under different intervention scenarios
▫ Under different assumptions about COVID-19 and in the US setting, for 

which we have thin empirical data 
▫ Under different “data realities” on the ground
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What’s in a model?
• General structure and mechanics

▫ Statistical
▫ Simulation: SEIR, agent-based models

• Many assumptions
▫ How long can people transmit SARS-Cov-2?
▫ How many asymptomatic? 
▫ What’s the likelihood of needing to be hospitalized? To need an ICU? Mechanical 

ventilation? For how long?
▫ ……

• Many outcomes to track
▫ Infections
▫ Hospitalization
▫ ICU
▫ Deaths
▫ …..

• Intervention scenarios
▫ Base case
▫ New interventions compared to base 26



United States

Agent-based model

ICU beds
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But COVID-19 is best modeled locally

Probably NY – much earlier 
peak than US picture Infections
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SEIR model

Note earlier peak than Imperial College Model. 
Also constantly updated with new data.

Hospitalizations
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AKA: White House model
Hospitalizations

Statistical model
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A few takeaways for comparing models

• Pay close to attention to the specific
outcomes, assumptions, and interventions!

• Significant variations between states and even within NYS on when 
the peaks will be

• Models have a limited shelf life, as we learn more
▫ Older models less useful now
▫ All models likely to converge on truth over time 

• All models show we are likely to vastly exceed vital healthcare 
resources in next few months and many lives will be affected. 
▫ Differences only on when exactly and by how much.
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Coda: Models show us this is a long game
• Short-term apparent successes of strategies are misleading

• With current medical tools and one period of mitigation, COVID-19 
will bounce back and be mainly stopped by population-level immunity 
due to earlier infection
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Imperial College Model – possible but impractical approach to managing this
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